Image-guided ultrasonography for recurrent cystic gliomas.
Long-term survival of patients with recurrent gliomas depends on the extent of resection. Thus, the desirability of an intra-operative imaging modality that can augment the resection extension without affecting vital surrounding structures is more than obvious. It was the aim of the present study to evaluate a possible benefit of image-guided intra-operative ultrasonography for the surgery of recurrent gliomas. The authors performed ultrasonography-assisted image-guided resection of recurrent gliomas in 16 patients. An ultrasound device (IGSonic) was integrated into the VectorVision2 navigation system (BrainLAB, Heimstetten, Germany). The IGSonic Probe 10V5 was connected to the VectorVision Navigation station via an IGSonic Device Box. Following patient registration, MRI based neuronavigation was used to determine the skin incision and the bone flap. Before opening the dura, the underlying structures were explored by ultrasound combined with the corresponding MR images. The navigated ultrasound displayed the sonographic image of the intracranial anatomy on the navigation screen in a composed overlay fashion. The integration of intra-operative ultrasound into neuronavigation system offered quick and helpful intra-operative images in all 16 procedures. Due to the specific ultrasonic characteristics of the solid and the cystic parts, our technique created highly useful images in 10 patients with cystic recurrences. In these, user friendly images were obtained that were easy to understand even for neurosurgeons without major experience in intra-operative ultrasound. Neurosonography is a time- and cost-effective technology offering intra-operative imaging. The improved orientation and visualization of tumour remnants, adjacent ventricles, and the enhanced intra- and peri-tumoural vasculature is one of the main advantages of ultrasonography-assisted image-guided surgery, which is most obvious during surgery for cystic gliomas.